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collar. I was wired!
We made our way deeper inside

until we stood before a tall but
narrow tunnel that looms like a
doorway into darkness. We were
standing on dry soil, but the floor
ahead of us was covered with a
thick layer of watery mud, garbage,
and other ingredients I’d rather not
mention. The TV crew looked ready
to turn back, but I splashed straight
into the soup. “Just a bit ahead you
can see the hachet marks on the
wall.” I moved farther inside.
“Wow! You have to see how this ray
of light from the surface cuts the
darkness. ¡Caray! Look at all the
bats up there.” It worked. Their
journalistic instincts got the better
of them, and even though they were
wearing city shoes and pants, they
splashed in after me.

As the passage narrowed, I told
them about the time I had been
trapped there by a hissing and
thrashing snake and saved by visit-
ing caver Ray Hardcastle, after
which we got into the subject of his-
toplasmosis. I pointed out that the
small amount of guano was all wet
and unlikely to be producing the
spores that enter your lungs, but I
don’t think they were completely
convinced, because suddenly the
PC guys declared the rest of the

qanat “dangerous and collapsing,”
and said that it was time to leave.
Nevertheless, I took a quick look
ahead and saw that what they were
calling collapses were merely small
piles of dirt washed in through two
ceiling holes. However, the camera-
man had filmed some good mate-
rial, and we had several more places
to visit, so we retrated and drove
off to La Gotera, a much smaller qanat
system only five minutes away.

No fences or padlocks at La
Gotera (The Place Where It

Drips), but this qanat is still produc-
ing water and must be a very good
example of what Qanat La Venta
looked like just after it was created.
La Gotera’s passages are about 2
meters high and 70 centimeters
wide, with a curved ceiling and a
constant but slow flow of water on
the floor. A few meters from the
entrance, you come to a T-junction.
Chris Beekman and I once followed
the left-hand passage for a long,
long time and turned back without
reaching an end. Now, however, I
found the passage blocked by a
heap of dirt that appeared to have
been dumped in through the very
first ceiling hole you come to. So I
went off into the right-hand passage
with the TV crew. After about 40
meters, we came to the first ceiling
hole in that direction, and it too had
a ton of sand beneath it, preventing
further passage. However, to my
surprise, I saw that water was trick-
ling from under the sand. The old
qanat was still working, a tribute to
a great feat of engineering, although
it’s nearly dammed up.

Unfortunatly, as Luis Rojas
points out, the ability of a qanat to
gather water even when it’s plugged
up is probably the direct cause of
the collapses in the Nextipac area.
Qanats are designed to be aque-
ducts, not dams. As soon as the
water level rises, water begins to
soften the walls of the channel, which
were carved out of unconsolidated
sediments and not reinforced in any
way. The eventual result is the col-
lapse of part of the system, if not
the whole thing. Dumping dirt into
qanat holes near La Gotera could
result in disasters many kilometers
away. A clean qanat is a safe qanat.
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Qanat de la Venta (artificial)
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